The existence and properties of low Mach-number (M 1) electrostatic collisionless shocks are investigated with a semi-analytical solution for the shock structure. We show that the properties of the shock obtained in the semi-analytical model can be well reproduced in fully kinetic Eulerian Vlasov-Poisson simulations, where the shock is generated by the decay of an initial density discontinuity. Using this semi-analytical model, we study the effect of electron-to-ion temperature ratio and presence of impurities on both the maximum shock potential and Mach number. We find that even a small amount of impurities can influence the shock properties significantly, including the reflected light ion fraction, which can change several orders of magnitude. Electrostatic shocks in heavy ion plasmas reflect most of the hydrogen impurity ions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collisionless shocks are common in space, astrophysical and laboratory plasmas, and their efficiency as particle accelerators is well established 1, 2 . In the context of laser-produced plasmas, collisionless shocks may be used for ion acceleration. When a laser hits an overdense plasma, it leads to electron heating and density steepening. This scenario can result in a collisionless shock, which propagates into the target. Ions can be reflected off the moving electrostatic potential front with twice the shock velocity in the rest frame of the upstream population. Recent experimental and numerical results have shown that monoenergetic acceleration of protons can be achieved at modest laser intensities, albeit with rather low laser-to-particle energy conversion efficiency [3] [4] [5] . High energy ions with narrow energy-spread would be very attractive for a wide range of applications.
In particular, non-relativistic electrostatic collisionless shocks have been observed both in the laboratory [6] [7] [8] and in space 9 and can also be of interest in laser-plasma driven shock acceleration of protons. The theoretical basis for electrostatic, ion-acoustic-type shocks were laid out already in the 1960s 10 , and it was realized that such shocks can be sustained by the reflection of ions on the shock potential 11 . Numerical studies of collisionless shocks 4, [12] [13] [14] [15] have mostly used Particle-In-Cell 16 algorithms. Eulerian Vlasov-Maxwell approaches avoid issues with particle statistics; this difference can be particularly important for the accurate modeling of scenarios where the reflected ion fraction is small, or where turbulent fluctuations shape the shock dynamics 17 . However, there are only a limited number of electrostatic shock studies using Vlasov-Maxwell tools 5, 17 .
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Analytical models are appealing due to their simplicity and can be useful for gaining physical understanding as a complement to more extensive numerical simulations. Analytical models of various sophistication range from cold ion fluid approaches 11 to exact kinetic shock solutions 18 . A simple treatment of the non-magnetized collisionless shock structure, taking into account finite ion temperature, is given in Refs. 19 and 20. In the current paper, we adopt this formalism but with a more consistent treatment of the trapped regions in the ion phase space, to address the effects of the ion composition on shock properties and the reflected ion fraction in low Mach number (i.e., M ≈ 1 − 1.5) electrostatic shocks.
First, through comparisons to fully kinetic simulations using the Eulerian Vlasov-Poisson solver contained in Gkeyll 21 , we demonstrate that the properties of the shock are well reproduced by the semi-analytical model. Then, we use the model to investigate the effect of a heavy ion component on the existence of the shock, the Mach number, and reflected ion fraction. We show that the effect of a heavy ion component can be important also if it is only present in small quantities, as it may affect the electrostatic potential and the shock propagation speed, and thereby have a strong influence on the ion spectrum. For instance, only a few percent of a carbon impurity increases the maximum electrostatic potential significantly for the same electron-to-ion temperature ratio and Mach number. This potential, in turn, affects the reflected ion fraction exponentially. Even the existence of shock solutions is affected by the impurity concentration.
We have also investigated shock properties in the case where the main ion component is a heavy ion and the trace impurity is hydrogen. This case is the typical scenario in laser-driven ion acceleration experiments, where solid aluminum foil target having hydrogen impurities on their surface is often used. In this case, the semi-analytical model predicts that the hydrogen ions are almost all reflected. This prediction is corroborated with Vlasov-Poisson simulations, showing excellent agreement both with the distribution functions and the shock speed.
The structure of the paper is the following. In Section II, we describe the semi-analytical model and the assumptions behind it. Next, in Section III we compare the model to kinetic simulation results using a Vlasov-Poisson solver, and demonstrate the similarities of the ion and electron distribution function, the electrostatic potential and Mach number. In Section IV, we proceed to use the semi-analytical model to study the effect of ion composition and electron-to-ion-temperature ratio. Finally, we summarize and conclude in Section V.
II. ELECTROSTATIC SHOCK
Electrostatic shocks are sustained by an electric field that is linked to a density gradient between the downstream and upstream plasmas. We focus on the effect of ion composition on the shock properties, while we are not concerned about which physical process generated the shock, or about its long term stability. In the following, we describe a simple, onedimensional model for a collisionless electrostatic shock, which is sufficient for our purposes, and it is similar to the model of Ref. 19 .
The potential φ increases from zero in the far upstream region (x → ∞) to some positive value φ max at x = 0, as illustrated in Fig. 1a . In the downstream region, x < 0, the electrostatic potential is finite and oscillatory. In the laboratory frame, the shock propagates in the +x direction with a velocity V , whereas the ions sufficiently far ahead of the shock have a zero flow speed. We assume V ∼ c s v i , where v i = T i /m i is the thermal speed of the main ions with mass m i and temperature T i , and c s = Z i T e /m i is the sound speed, with T e the electron temperature and Z i the ion charge number. Thus, in the shock frame, the far upstream ion flow velocity is −V ; these ions represent the incoming population in Fig. 1b . The phase-space separatrix between ions that can pass through the potential barrier and those reflected from it is represented by the dashed line in the x > 0 and v < 0 region of Fig. 1b . We consider only a certain vicinity near the shock, where the reflected ions are already present for x > 0, and do not treat the problem of what happens with the leading edge of the reflected population (i.e., the so-called "foot" problem 22 ). We use a notation and normalizations that accommodate multiple ion species with arbitrary charge and mass. The "bulk" ion species that dominates the dynamics will be denoted by index i, and the impurities by index z, while e refers to electrons and j = {i, z} to ions in general. For any physical quantity X, we define a dimensionless normalized quantitŷ X = X/X, withX a species-independent normalizing quantity. In particularT = T i is the bulk ion temperature,n = n 0 is the far upstream incoming bulk ion density,φ = T i /e, v = T i /m p with the proton mass m p ,x = [T i 0 /(e 2 n 0 )] 1/2 (which isx =v/ω pp , with ω pp the proton plasma frequency at n 0 ). Finally, distribution functions are normalized bȳ f =n/v.
The general solution of the collisionless, steady state ion kinetic equation
, with E j = m j v 2 /2+Z j eφ the total energy. Thus, the distribution prescribed at the boundaries where particles are incoming into our domain (v < 0 at x → ∞ and v > 0 at x → −∞) simply needs to be extended along the contours of constant total energy. Such lines are shown by solid lines in Fig. 1b , which then represent contours of the distribution function, with the thick line corresponding to the maximum of the distribution. We take the far upstream ion distribution to be a Maxwellian, f
, for x → ∞ and v < 0. We are also free to specify the ion distribution in the trapped regions of phase-space (see Fig. 1b) ; we assume that the trapped regions are empty. Furthermore, consistent with the assumption V > v i , we neglect the small co-passing population, appearing above the trapped and the reflected regions, as it would represent a tail of a Maxwellian and its contribution to a charge imbalance between upstream and downstream is negligible.
Thus, the normalized ion distribution function and the ion density are given bŷ
where the + and − upper indices refer to upstream and downstream, respectively. Above the velocity separatrices given byv ± = ± 2(Z j /m j )(φ max −φ), the distribution function vanishes:f j (v >v ± ) = 0 for ±x > 0. In the far upstream region (i.e., where the reflected population is present, butφ = 0) the density can be explicitly evaluated tô
whereṼ j =V / 2T j /m j , Ψ j = Z jφmax /T j , and erf denotes the Gauss error function. The ion density in Eq. (2) is similar to the one used in Ref. 19 , except that there the distribution function appears to be extended up tov = 0 in the downstream region, even whenφ <φ max . This assumption is not consistent with the constancy of the distribution along the energy contours in a steady state. Although the incorrect treatment does not effectφ max , because that depends on the upstream distribution function, it increases the amplitude and the wavelength of the oscillation ofφ in the downstream region.
The reflected ion fraction can also be calculated from the ion distribution function:
Electron distribution functions assuming adiabatic trapping throughout the m e v 2 /2 < eφ max region of phase space have been considered previously 23, 24 . Even though trapping can occur in the cases that we will consider, it is restricted to the regions bounded by the local potential minima of the downstream oscillation: m e v 2 /(2e) < φ max − φ min,−1 , where φ min,−1 denotes a local potential minimum. Note, that the electrons that are not trapped in these downstream oscillations, but are merely constrained to the semi-infinite downstream region (i.e., those with φ max − φ min,−1 < m e v 2 /(2e) < φ max ), have an infinitely long bounce time (unlike trapped particles considered in Ref. 25) , and as such, they do not behave as real trapped particles. For simplicity, we will neglect a possible flattening of the distribution in the real trapped regions and consider a Maxwell-Boltzmann electron distribution f e = n e /(v e √ 2π) exp −v 2 /(2v 2 e ) + eφ/T e , where v e = T e /m e is the electron thermal speed, and the constant n e is the far upstream electron density. As the flow speed V /v e is small in the limit m e /m i 1, the flow of the electron distribution in the shock frame is neglected. Thus, the normalized electron density isn e (x) =n e eφ /τ , where τ = T e /T i (=T e ). To obtain the constantn e we may assume that sufficiently far upstream the plasma is quasineutral. Thus the electron density iŝ
wheren + j (+∞) is given by Eq. (3). Finally, the ion and electron densities can be used together with Poisson's equation to find the electrostatic field. In normalized quantities, Poisson's equation reads
Following the classic treatment 1 , Poisson's equation can be rewritten in terms of a
analogous to the equation of motion of a particle in a potential. The condition Φ(φ max ,φ max ) = 0 determines the quantityφ max . A solitary wave occurs when the Sagdeev potential Φ has a local maximum at the origin (φ = 0) and goes through zero again at some finite value ofφ. Shock-like structures can form when there is damping in the system, for example ion-reflection, which produces an asymmetry between upstream and downstream sides. For a laser with moderately high intensity, the electron temperature can be expected to be in the MeV range 4, 26 , and τ can range from a few tens to several hundred. Although the dispersion relation of sound waves in multi-species plasmas can be rather complex 27 , for simplicity, we define the Mach number M = V /c s =V m i /(τ Z i ), with respect to the speed c s = Z i T e /m i .
In the model used here -similarly to Ref. 19 -both τ andV (or equivalently the Mach number M ) are treated as inputs. For a given τ there can be a finite range of Mach numbers where shock solutions exist. Towards the highest Mach number of such a range, the amplitude of the downstream oscillation approaches zero (with decreasing wave length). The degenerate case of the amplitude becoming zero corresponds to a monotonic shock structure. The boundary condition ∂Φ/∂φ = 0 atφ =φ max produces such monotonic shock solutions. Representing an additional constraint, this boundary condition removes one degree of freedom, thus it can be used to calculateV for a given τ , as done in Ref. 28 .
III. COMPARISON TO KINETIC SIMULATIONS
We have performed simulations with the Gkeyll 21 Vlasov-Poisson solver and compared the results to the analytical model presented in the previous section. The simulations evolve kinetic ion and electron species, starting from a density step as an initial condition. We focus on the electrostatic shock that develops at the initial density discontinuity and propagates into the low density region. For the comparisons, we use 1x1v (one spatial and one velocity dimension), noting that increasing the dimensionality to 2x2v leads to identical results.
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The possible range of Mach numbers where shock solutions exist in our model increases with the temperature ratio τ . In particular, below a certain τ value, no solutions exist. Although our ion distribution function is slightly different from that of Ref. 20 , in a single species plasma we obtain a similar result for the allowed Mach number range to their Figure 2 . The reason for this insensitivity to the exact form of the distribution is the following. At the upper Mach number threshold, where the monotonic shocks appear,v − = 0 thus the two types of distribution function coincide. At the lower Mach number threshold, φ max (determined by upstream dynamics) goes to zero, and the reflected fraction diminishes, as we will show. When this happens, the population abovev − that distinguishes the two distribution functions, becomes negligibly small, and thus does not affect quasineutrality.
Therefore, we find it useful to choose a moderate value of τ with a wide range of possible solutions. This choice is convenient, since unlike in the analytical model, where the inputs areV and τ , andφ max is an output, in the simulation the inputs are the ratio of densities in the density discontinuity, and τ . In this case, the density ratio determines the total potential drop across the whole simulation domain -as the electron distribution is close to Maxwell-Boltzmann -and the potential drop across the shock (i.e.,φ max ) is approximately half of the total potential drop. By adjusting the density ratio, the shock potential and the shock propagation speed can be adjusted.
In the following comparison we assume τ = 45, an initial density ratio n i (x = −∞)/n 0 = 1.5, and v e = 0.1c. Both species are kinetic, with a mass ratio m i /m e = 1836, the initial discontinuity in the density is located in the middle of the L x = 100λ D wide simulation domain that has 768 grid points ( The relative density difference from the far upstream value (n 0 ) for both electrons (blue curves) and ions (red curves) is shown in Fig. 2 at tω pp = {0, 15, 30}. There are features of the shock in the simulation, related to the initial condition, which are not present in the analytical model: the downstream oscillatory part of the solution decays away from the shock front, similarly to the ion acoustic front structures found analytically in Ref. 33 for small density discontinuity initial conditions. Further downstream, the solution transitions into another oscillation, which leads up to the rarefaction front propagating in the opposite direction. Also, considering the distance between the initial density step location (x/λ D = 50) and the maximum density point in the shock at tω pp = 15 and 30 we find that the propagation speed is increasing with time. Nevertheless, some properties of the shock front become approximately independent of the initial condition during the simulation. In particular the maximum value of the shock densities and their shape in the upstream region do not change significantly between tω pp = 15 and tω pp = 30.
Let us compare the simulation result to the analytical model at tω pp = 30. Using the analytical model for τ = 45, we identified a V that produces similar maximum ion and electron densities to those in the simulated shock front. The result shown in Fig. 3a with solid lines correspond toV = 7.64 (M = 1.139), withφ max = 10.96. The simulation result is shown with dashed lines, andn e (n i ) corresponds to blue (red) curves. The propagation speed is slightly higher than the one estimated for the simulation M = 1.133 ± 0.003 from the movement of the highest density position, although as we mentioned, the propagation speed has an increasing trend during the simulation. We can see that the difference between the maximumn i andn e values is very well captured.
Next, we compare the upstream and downstream distribution functions. The simulated (dashed lines) and analytical (solid lines) distribution functions are shown in Fig. 3b , for x = 15 (upstream, red) andx = −15 (downstream, blue), respectively. Sinceφ > 0 at these locations, the flow velocity of the bulk ion distribution is above the far upstream value, −V . Analytically, the velocity space is empty abovev − = −2.29 in the downstream region, there is a reflected population with a cutoff atv + = 2.53 in the upstream region. Similar cutoffs are also seen in the simulation; in particular, there is practically no ion population in the trapped region downstream, which supports our choice of ion ansatz. Finally, we consider the electron distribution, which in the analytical model is taken to be Maxwell-Boltzmann. However, in reality, electrons can get trapped around potential maxima, and there they will develop deviations from a Boltzmann response. This situation indeed happens in the simulation, as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. The trapped region in the phase space is illustrated by the blue shaded area in Fig. 4 , where the kinetic energy of electrons is lower than the potential difference betweenφ max , andφ min,−1 , the first potential minimum downstream. When we compare the Maxwell-Boltzmann model (solid lines), and the simulation results (dashed), we find that they are close at high electron speeds, where the potential can only slightly perturb the total energy of the electrons. However, at lower speeds the simulations show increasing deviations from the Maxwell-Boltzmann response. In particular, the distribution inside the trapped region is much flatter (thus the 
IV. SHOCK SOLUTIONS AND REFLECTED IONS
The Vlasov-Poisson simulations presented in the previous section confirm that the semianalytical model captures the main properties of the shock structure. We therefore proceed to use the model to study the shock solutions, in particular the effect of impurities and electron-to-ion temperature ratio.
To determine the maximum electrostatic potential, we solve Φ(φ max ,φ max ) = 0, with input parameters τ andV . As it was pointed out in Ref. 19 , not all combinations of τ and V give solutions. In particular, numerical results indicate that τ needs to exceed a specific value for the existence of solutions. As in Ref. 19 , for a single ion species (protons), we have a solution forV = 4.5 and τ = 15 (corresponding to M = 1.16) with a maximum normalized electrostatic potentialφ max = 1.29 and a correspondingly reflected fraction α i = 0.0019.
We start by adding a small amount of impurities to the pure proton plasma. Already, the addition of only 1% of a fully ionized carbon species (n z /n i = 0.01) changes the solutions considerably. The maximum normalized electrostatic potential increases toφ max = 1.676, and consequently, the reflected main ion fraction doubles to α i = 0.0038. As the fraction of carbon impurities increases,φ max continues to increase; however, for more than 9% carbon, there exists no solutions for the shock velocityV = 4.5 and temperature ratio τ = 15.
The existence of a shock solution is also affected by the ionization degree. We find that for singly ionized carbon, solutions exist even for very high concentrations, up to 30%. Figure 6a shows the electrostatic potential forV = 4.5 and τ = 15 in the case of a pure hydrogen plasma (solid) and a hydrogen plasma contaminated by 1% of fully ionized carbon (dashed). Figure 6b shows the dependence of the maximum normalized electrostatic potential for three types of impurities on the impurity fraction. We find that for a given impurity,φ max increases approximately linearly with impurity concentration. In addition, φ max increases more rapidly with concentration for impurities that have a higher charge, however the slope is not simply proportional to the charge number of the impurity (which is evident from comparingφ max for 1% C 6+ with 6% C 1+ ). It is instructive to investigate how the solutions change if the temperature ratio τ is assumed to be larger. Higher τ is relevant for high-intensity laser-driven ion acceleration experiments as the laser mostly heats the electrons. Note that the Mach number is reduced with growing τ , but the reflected ion fraction, which involves onlyV andφ max , will not be directly affected by the change in τ , only indirectly. In agreement with Ref. 20 , we find that for higher τ the range of possible Mach numbers is wider. Figure 7 (a) shows the electrostatic potential for various values of τ . The maximum value increases with τ until a certain limit is reached (at around τ = 60) and above this value, the solutions become symmetric and soliton-like. The presence of impurities increases the maximum electrostatic potential and thereby the reflected ion fraction. A similar effect results from the presence of 1.6% of fully ionized carbon as 10% of singly ionized carbon, as shown in Figure 7(b) .
We find that the reflected ion fraction grows with Mach number for fixed electron-to-ion temperature ratio. Figure 8a shows the growth of the reflected ion fraction for various fractions of fully ionized carbon in a hydrogen plasma. Note that a small change in the Mach number can lead to several orders of magnitude of change in the reflected ion fraction. Figure 8b shows that the difference between the maximum and minimum of the electrostatic potential in the downstream region is smaller with increasing impurity concentration, and at a certain shock speed, solutions cease to exist. This maximum shock speed decreases with impurity concentration.
It is interesting to point out that hydrogen has a charge to mass ratio Z i /m i = 1, that is approximately twice as large as that of any other fully charged ion species. This difference leads to a strong disparity between the behavior of hydrogen as main ion or as impurity, which we would like to illuminate mathematically in the following. Besides τ 1, we only assume that the impurity concentration is sufficiently small for the propagation speed of the shock to be determined by the main ions. This assumption means thatV = M Z i τ /m i with some M 1. We can express Eq. (4) in terms of M by using the previous expression together withφ max = F M 2 τ /2, where the constant F can be determined by solving Φ(φ max ,φ max ) = 0. Furthermore, for large τ , the erf(Ṽ j ) terms in Eq. (4) for j = i can be very well approximated by 1, and recalling thatT i = 1, we find that the reflected fraction of main ions is
Now it is apparent that F = 1 gives α i = 1/2, and α i decreases rapidly as F gets smaller than 1. In particular, if 1 − √ F becomes larger than 2/(Z i τ ) 1, α i is very small. In practice, this result setsφ max to be slightly smaller than M 2 τ /2 for physically interesting cases (i.e., where α j is not vanishingly small). Using the above procedure, we find the following expression for the reflected fraction of impurities
Since F ≈ 1, and for hydrogen main speciesm z Z i /(m i Z z ) > 1, the term in the parentheses is a negative number, and α z evaluates to an extremely small number. However, for hydrogen impurity the parenthetical term is positive, and α z is close to unity, although 1 − α z is not necessarily extremely small. In other words, in a hydrogen plasma, the impurities are practically unreflected by the shock. However, in a non-hydrogenic plasma almost all hydrogen impurities are reflected. The latter conclusion is illustrated in the following through a numerical simulation. We performed a Gkeyll simulation for a fully ionized aluminum plasma (Z i = 13,m i = 27) with hydrogen impurity (Z z = 1,m z = 1) of concentration n z /n i = 0.01, and equal ion temperatures T i = T z . The normalized electron temperature is τ = 45, and the simulation is initiated with a density discontinuity with a density ratio 2. The simulation used similar resolution parameters to those in the simulation shown in Sec. III, except that the range of velocities is {−18v i , 54v i } for aluminum and {−6v z , 18v z } for hydrogen, and the number of cells in velocity space is 96. We consider the solution at t m e /m p ω pe = 35, where ω pe = e 2 n e0 /( 0 m e ), with n e0 the far upstream electron density. In the simulation we find that the shock potential iŝ φ max = 24.09, and the shock propagates with a speedV = 5.72, corresponding to M = 1.229. According toφ max = F M 2 τ /2, this set of parameters translates to F = 0.709, which is rather low, suggesting that the reflected main ion fraction is small. Indeed, from Eq. (8) we estimate α i = 1.33 · 10 −6 , and in the simulation α i is so small that it cannot be meaningfully evaluated within the finite numerical accuracy. However, as expected, the ratio of reflected hydrogen impurities is substantial: from Eq. (9) we estimate α z = 0.889, and taking the ratio of the densities in the incoming and reflected populations atx = 62.6 yields a comparable α z ≈ 0.874. Finally, we note that for the same τ andV the semianalytical calculation gives a somewhat higher shock potentialφ max = 25.953 (F = 0.763) that corresponds to α i = 8.69 · 10 −5 (note the sensitivity to F ) and α z ≈ 0.93.
Sections of the simulated distribution functions of the two ion species around the shock front are shown in Fig. 9 . In addition, the separatricesv =v
withφ(x) also taken from the simulation, are shown with dashed lines. The far upstream flow speed −V , together with species thermal speed deviations from it, −V ± v j , are indicated by the thick and thin dotted lines, respectively. For aluminum, shown in Fig. 9a , we can see that the maximum of the far upstream ion distribution is several thermal speeds below the separatrix, which is consistent with the low reflected ion fraction. For hydrogen, shown in Fig. 9b , a major part of the distribution is above the separatrix, hence the large reflected fraction. In contrast to the pure hydrogen plasma case shown earlier, and the aluminum main species, the phase space of the hydrogen impurity is not empty behind the shock, above the separatrix: blobs of hydrogen are being trapped in these regions. Interestingly f z reaches twice as high values in the trapped region than upstream, suggesting that they cannot originate from the upstream region. In fact, the blobs are torn away from the large density region of the initial density discontinuity, and are now trapped by the downstream oscillations of the potential. For comparison, in Fig. 10 we also show the ion distribution in the pure hydrogen simulation of Sec. III, where most of the far-upstream distribution is below the separatrix, thus only a small fraction of ions is reflected. 
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we extend the analysis of low-Mach number electrostatic shock structures with a semi-analytical model. We assume Maxwell-Boltzmann electrons and an ion distribution that is extended along contours of constant total energy from a Maxwellian far upstream. The self-consistent electrostatic field is calculated using Poisson's equation. Regarding these aspects, it is similar to the model of Cairns et al 19, 20 . However, in the model described in Refs. 19 and 20, the ion distribution in the downstream region is finite below v = 0 in the shock frame, and zero above, which appears to be inconsistent in a steady state shock model (except in monotonic shocks without trapped regions downstream). The difference between the models affects only the downstream properties of the shock but not its existence or the reflected ion fractions.
We compare the semi-analytical model to Eulerian Vlasov-Poisson simulations with Gkeyll, where we consider shocks generated by the decay of an initial density discontinuity. We find that the model well reproduces the simulated shock potential and Mach number. The electron distribution function is well approximated by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in most of the phase space, while simulations show signatures of trapping in the downstream oscillations of the potential, depleting the low speed population of electrons around the local potential maxima. In single species and hydrogen bulk simulations the ion distribution is well captured by our ansatz; in particular, the downstream trapped regions of the ion phase space are empty. However, for non-hydrogenic main species, trapping of hydrogen impurities can occur.
We used the semi-analytical model to study the effect of heavy ion impurities on the shock parameters and reflected ion fraction. This study is of relevance to laser-based ion acceleration experiments, which are rarely free of impurities, for example. We find, that only a few percent of fully ionized carbon impurity in a hydrogen plasma will give a large effect on the reflected ion fraction. This is because the maximum electrostatic potential grows considerably. However, the maximum reflected fraction of hydrogen ions remains below 10% and the Mach number is low, therefore these shocks are not expected to be efficient accelerators of a large number of ions to very high energies, rather their strength lies in their mono-energeticity.
We provide accurate analytical expressions for the reflected fractions of main ions and impurities, which illuminate the different behavior of hydrogen, depending on its role as main ion or impurity. In a hydrogen plasma with a large electron-to-ion temperature ratio, the reflection of non-hydrogenic impurities is vanishingly small. On the other hand, one way to increase the reflected fraction of hydrogen ions is to create a shock in a heavy ion plasma containing hydrogen impurities, in which case almost all of the hydrogen will be reflected, with a speed close to twice the shock speed. Similarly, the different behavior of hydrogen as a main species or as an impurity has been reported before in the context of the expansion of a multi-species plasma into vacuum 34, 35 .
